
 

Harren Equity Partners Seeks to Partner with Companies in the Restaurant Industry 

Harren Equity Partners has partnered with experienced restaurateur and entrepreneur Tim Petrillo to target 
acquisitions in the restaurant industry. Together, we are targeting fast casual, QSR, and casual dining concepts 
with $1-$15 million in EBITDA and significant growth prospects. Furthermore, we are willing to evaluate targets 
that are in need of experienced board-level advisors or in need of an experienced CEO. 

Tim’s experience extends across a number of concepts that he personally founded and developed, including 
Tarpon Bend, YOLO, Vibe, and S3. All four of Tim's restaurant concepts have withstood the test of time and remain 
as (or more) popular today than when they were founded. Tim's experience at refining concepts to expand appeal 
and instituting replicable systems allowing concepts to easily scale geographically would be invaluable to a 
restaurant concept on the cusp of expansion. 
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About Harren Equity Partners 
Harren Equity Partners is a private investment firm dedicated to the growth and development of industry-leading 
companies through the creation of strong partnerships with outstanding management teams. Harren's unique 
approach focuses on operational excellence and insightful strategic analysis, rather than financial engineering. 
The principals of Harren have significant operating experience and work closely with portfolio company 
management teams to continue to grow companies and improve profitability. Harren focuses on investment 
opportunities in the lower middle market, defined as companies with $20 million to $200 million of annual revenue, 
in a broad range of industries. Please visit www.harrenequity.com for more information.  
 
 

  

Please Contact 
George McCabe, Partner 

Charlottesville 
200 Garrett Street, Suite F 
Charlottesville, Virginia 22902 
(434) 245-5800 

Fort Lauderdale 
One East Broward Boulevard, Suite 1505 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33301 
(954) 745-9000 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=0014GtI0IUybKF653QfPoaLtrQ2I3xT79wheoe7a-9NKhfO7pc1LLoTRJkvjr8e_gzfLPhZNmEadSK7ELbutIH84NnK6IPZRqzfi-rcC6BLlm2CJM1pHeBPTEpcPTrkG1s9
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